TRUST-INDEX® EMPLOYEE SURVEY
GREAT PLACE TO WORK

Trust develops when credibility, respect and fairness thrive in a workplace. A culture of trust gives
rise to camaraderie and pride. The survey uses 58 closed questions in the Trust-Index© employee
survey to find out how employees see the following dimensions in their company:

Selexis is CREDIBLE
Open Communication

% ABOVE
BENCHMARK

• Competent Management • Management with Integrity

Selexis is competent at running the business.

93%

Selexis hires people who fit in well.

14%
100%

Selexis does a good job of assigning and coordinating people.

86%

20%

Selexis trusts people to do a good job without watching over their shoulders.
People here are given a lot of responsibility.

26%

97%

13%

100%

16%

Selexis has a clear view of the future and how to get there.

83%

11%

Selexis delivers on its promises.

83%

12%

I believe management would lay people off only as a last resort.

93%

15%

Selexis is honest and ethical in its business practices.

93%

10%

Selexis is RESPECTFUL
Encouragement and Recognition

97%
I am given the
resources and
equipment to do
my job.

97%
Our facilities contribute
to a good working
environment.
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• Working Together with Colleagues • Care and Balance

86%
Selexis shows
appreciation for good
work and extra effort.

100%
I am able to take time
off from work when I
think it’s necessary.

90%
Selexis recognizes
honest mistakes as
part of doing business.

97%
People are
encouraged to balance
their work life and their
personal life.

90%
Selexis is a
psychologically and
emotionally healthy
place to work.

What Makes Us Great?
In less than 15 years, Selexis
has become one of the
largest cell line development
biotechnology companies in the
world (measured by the number
of partners and clinical programs
using our technology). This is
a huge feat driven by a small
number of brilliant and dedicated
people. Selexis’ culture allows
anyone in the company to have
greater responsibility beyond
their job title and description.
All employees are encouraged
to take ownership in everything
they do. From the scientists in the
labs to our business development
team, each and every person at
Selexis gets hands on experience
at a greater level than ‘big
pharma and biotech.’
“Selexis doesn’t feel like a
family, it is a family. I have
never seen a group of people
support each other like I have
at Selexis. There is no “I” at
Selexis. Everyone is working
for the greater good. Everyone
is working on the promise of
helping our partners deliver
lifesaving medicines to people
in need.” So why is Selexis
unique? Because every person
in the company has significant
involvement in projects
that translate into lifesaving
medicines. Each and every
person within Selexis has a
direct impact on the company’s
outcome. All of this has been
and will continue to be achieved
while having fun.

93%
We have special and
unique benefits here.
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Selexis is FAIR
Fair Remuneration

• Neutrality — No Preferential Treatment • Equity — No Discrimination

100%

90%

People here are treated fairly
regardless of
their disability.2

People avoid politics and
backstabbing as ways to
get things done.

97%

90%

People here are
treated fairly regardless
of their age.

I am treated as a full
member here regardless
of my position.

Selexis is PROUD
Proud of Individual Work

82%

79%

Managers avoid
favoritism.

Everyone has
an opportunity
to get special
recognition.

75%
I feel I receive a fair share of the
profits made by this organization.

• Proud of the Team’s Work • Proud of the Company’s Achievements

100%

93%

100%

96%

I feel I make a
difference here.

My work has special
meaning: this is
not “just a job”.

When I look at what
we accomplish,
I feel a sense of pride.

People here are willing
to give extra to
get the job done.

93%

97%

93%

92%

I want to work here for
a long time.

I’m proud to tell others
I work here.

People look forward to
coming to work here.

I feel good about the
ways we contribute
to the community.

Selexis has CAMARADERIE
Authenticity and Familiarity

• Friendly Working Atmosphere • Everyone Pulling Together

HAPPY EMPLOYEES +
BRIGHT MINDS +
EXCELLENT WORK
At Selexis, we truly are driven
by excellence and guided by
science. Our people are the
foundation of the Company
and make us who we are. We
understand the importance of
work-life balance — we work hard,
and we also have a lot of fun.
“Selexis managed to keep the
family atmosphere over the
years even with rapid growth.
Positive customer feedback
and their success is shared
with the whole team. People
are committed to what they are
doing and would always go for
the extra mile.”
“This is a big family and we
enjoy each other’s company.
We’re offered free chocolate and
massages every three weeks,
amazing team building (three
days long!), and often have
special lunches altogether. If
you show interest in working in
this field, or with this machine/
equipment, the management will
often give you this opportunity.”
“Family business feeling, good
friendship among colleagues,
technology platform, drive to
innovation and the ability to
make the difference for a drug
to be successful...”
Considering a career at Selexis?
Visit www.selexis.com/careers

97–100% of our employees feel:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I can be myself at Selexis.
People celebrate special events here.
People care about each other at Selexis.
Selexis is a friendly place to work.
Selexis is a fun place to work.
When you join Selexis, you are made to feel welcome.
We’re all in this together.
You can count on people to cooperate.

96% would say Selexis is a great place to work.
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